The HOPE Scholarship is awarded to Georgia residents who have “demonstrated academic achievement.” The Scholarship award requires meeting a minimum GPA in high school (3.0) or becoming eligible after a semester of college. HOPE provides money to reduce tuition costs for attending colleges or universities in Georgia. The receipt of the HOPE scholarship is based entirely on academic achievement under these particular standards. GPA is associated with income, so there is reason to believe the scholarship may be biased towards middle and upper income families. The HOPE scholarship is funded by the Georgia Lottery, for which Black families spend a larger portion of their income than white families. These disparities are important to consider when examining the impacts of the HOPE scholarship and its role in biasing the benefits. The scholarship may be missing the very individuals who could benefit from it the most. This analysis investigated where in Georgia the greatest need for HOPE is, where the funding is coming from, and where recipients are located.

I used data from the U.S. Census Bureau, the Georgia Governor’s Office of Student Achievement, and the Georgia Lottery website for my analysis. I downloaded data at the school district level (or county level for the GA Lottery) and performed data cleaning in Excel. I created a need index, identifying areas where HOPE could have the greatest benefit, averaging percentages by district for six factors that have been shown to be related to educational outcomes and resources: people of color, poverty level, mobility rate (between school districts), mobility rate (within school districts), educational attainment of the overall population, and limited proficiency in English. I coded the percentages so that higher values would represent higher levels of need, where the scholarship would have the highest potential impact, and low scores indicated low need and low potential impact.

I performed attribute joins of the school district shapefile to the need index and to the percent eligibility for the HOPE scholarship. I also performed an attribute join of the retail commissions by county population to a county shapefile to approximate lottery spending per county. I symbolized all of these levels accordingly. I classified the need scores, scholarship eligibility percentages, and retailer commissions each into a one to five scale. Then, I performed attribute selections on each of these three factors for the highest two categories (levels 4 and 5), to identify the highest eligibility, highest retailer commission, and high need areas, which are highlighted on the large map. Finally, to assess the relationship between eligibility and need, I returned to the raw scores and conducted a correlation. I also calculated local Moran’s I to determine where there was high and low clustering in order to add depth to the analysis.

This analysis supports the argument that the HOPE scholarship does not support the people who could benefit from it the most. Areas of high eligibility do not match up with areas of high need. In addition, the areas that are paying the most proportionally for the scholarship, through lottery tickets (approximated using retailer commissions), are not reaping the benefits of the program. Scores on the Need Index are significantly negatively correlated with percent eligibility for the HOPE scholarship ($r = -63, p < .001$). According to Anselin Local Moran’s I, high levels of need are clustered in the South of the state and high levels of eligibility are clustered in the North. Each of these maps and calculations support the claim that the HOPE scholarship is distributed inequitably.

### Data & Methodology

This map symbolizes where retailer commissions are highest by county population. I compiled data from the GA Lottery website on commissions and divided by the population of the county (to approximate average spending proportion). I symbolized these values and gave them a 1-5 classification to show where funding is coming from. Areas of “high retailer commissions” (4 or 5) are greyed in to represent the areas shown on the larger map under this classification.

This map symbolizes HOPE Scholarship eligibility by school district. Eligibility percentages were obtained from the Georgia Office of Student Achievement website and then symbolized using a 1-5 classification from low to high eligibility. Areas of “high scholarship eligibility” (4 or 5) are greyed in to represent the areas shown on the larger map under this classification.

This map symbolizes the need index values, where the HOPE Scholarship can make the most difference, across Georgia by school district. Need was calculated using an index of six factors shown to be related to educational outcomes (see methods) and then symbolized using a 1-5 classification from low need to high need at the school district level. Areas of “high scholarship need” (4 or 5) are greyed in to represent the areas shown on the larger map under this classification.

### Input Maps

This map symbolizes where funding is coming from. The Schaliher award requires meeting a minimum GPA in high school (3.0) or becoming eligible after a semester of college. HOPE provides money to reduce tuition costs for attending colleges or universities in Georgia. The receipt of the HOPE scholarship is based entirely on academic achievement under these particular standards. GPA is associated with income, so there is reason to believe the scholarship may be biased towards middle and upper income families.

### Discussion & Results

This analysis investigated where in Georgia the greatest need for HOPE is, where the funding is coming from, and where recipients are located. I used data from the U.S. Census Bureau, the Georgia Governor’s Office of Student Achievement, and the Georgia Lottery website for my analysis. I downloaded data at the school district level (or county level for the GA Lottery) and performed data cleaning in Excel. I created a need index, identifying areas where HOPE could have the greatest benefit, averaging percentages by district for six factors that have been shown to be related to educational outcomes and resources: people of color, poverty level, mobility rate (between school districts), mobility rate (within school districts), educational attainment of the overall population, and limited proficiency in English. I coded the percentages so that higher values would represent higher levels of need, where the scholarship would have the highest potential impact, and low scores indicated low need and low potential impact.

I performed attribute joins of the school district shapefile to the need index and to the percent eligibility for the HOPE scholarship. I also performed an attribute join of the retail commissions by county population to a county shapefile to approximate lottery spending per county. I symbolized all of these levels accordingly. I classified the need scores, scholarship eligibility percentages, and retailer commissions each into a one to five scale. Then, I performed attribute selections on each of these three factors for the highest two categories (levels 4 and 5), to identify the highest eligibility, highest retailer commission, and high need areas, which are highlighted on the large map. Finally, to assess the relationship between eligibility and need, I returned to the raw scores and conducted a correlation. I also calculated local Moran’s I to determine where there was high and low clustering in order to add depth to the analysis.
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